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Femipeadia stories is owned by Femi Akinmade. Femi Akinmade passion for poem is inestimable. his great works shows forth through his poet page. One of his best notable work includes you are the Dawn, Naomi my African pearl, it's either you or no one.
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Are You Still A Friend?

Are you still a Friend or a trend?
Do I need to ply a fence
Because I want to see my friend?
With my pen being mend
I blabled with a grin face

With my bench being bent
I startled with a green gaze
Thus, I remembered of his demeaning act
With my strength being wrenched
Because, I manoivoured his Humiliating past

The British pretty Sussex metted a Golden wind
The Scottish city princess visited with a Golden ring
My unfolish sweety Hahzed provided a molden milk

My pierced heart has forgotten
Just like a blue litmus paper that turns red
My distressed part is enliven
Just like the yellow litmus paper turning green

As I am embroiden in his love
But my pen has written
As I have forgotten
His fence isn't forbidden
It's part of my untold stories

He has once be a butterfly
Who beautify my world
He can still be a dragon fly
That will dignify my world
Are you still my Friend?
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She Wanna Take A Nap

She wanna take a nap
But she doesn't wanna take a snap

She has forgotten that man
But I will remind her who she stabbed

I will reprimand her of who she slapped

Till she is being hung
Till she is being wrong

You can never take a nap
Until you take a snap

For the wages of sin is death
For the suffrage we seek is in dearth

Relax for you can now take a nap
The jury has taken a snap

Your innocence has been admitted
Your charity hasn't been underestimated

You can now take a nap
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Amaze Yourself

Amaze yourself and never mistrust yourself
Respect yourself and never distrust yourself
Report yourself and never destroy oneself
Behind yourself
is always a girl for yourself
Discuss with the girl
till you marry the girl
Never report the girl
Because she is just like yourself
Amaze yourself and
Never mistrust yourself.
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You Are The Dawn

I can't wait to see the dawn
I stood straight to sing a song
The twilight left boredom
The night cleft toredom

I want to see your face in day
We will dine and wine amazing the day
I want to see your gait
like those days
I want to taste your paste
even for one day

We will smile at the breaking of the dawn
We will sign at our wedding
In the dawn
We will be happy and merry
We will be snappy and courtesy

I don't wanna hiss in the dawn front
I will rather kiss you
straight to the point
I can't wait to sing you a song
Because the night cleft toredom

I can't wait to see the dawn
You are the Dawn
I can't wait to see you till noon
I miss you, see you soon
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On a lovely Tuesday morning
I woke up and it was sunny
I stood up to remember Nonny
Her thirtieth was the cutest
Her sleeveless was the smartest
Her fortress was the strongest
She woke with a glimmer of blessings on her face
She rose with a trimmer of thirty to mark her days
On this day
May you be great
For this plait
May your gait be straight
On this say
May your God be praised
My this day bring good tidings of joy and hope
May other day seek good dinning of chicken & hum
Hurray to a rare gem
With a royal diadem
for today is your anthem
A day for the daughter of the king of Salem
Happy birthday to Nonny
Happy birthday to my stunning
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It Is Either You Or No One

If there will be another world
I will be in your world
If there will be another word
I will speak of your word
Just as Octopus bank on the ocean to exist
I enjoyed having you by my side I insist
It is either you or no one
It's either me or no one
Just as I choosed you as my princess
Please, choose me as your highness
Our journey in life shall tell an unforgettable story
The world shall read of our love
and there wil be no more silly
Just at silicon valley we will merry with raspberry
It's either me or no one
It's either you or no one
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My Tropical Girl

She walked gently towards me
With her smile blowing away my emotions
Her lips was a fiction of my picture
Her appearance was a fulfilment to my yearning
She sucked and kissed my lips like an honey
Her kiss penetrate through my ?? heart
Faster than the speed of light
Her romantic lips was like a spell
Her flexible waist was a cell I must confess
Her luminous eyebrow was a Den I must attest
Her Ampit smells nicely like a boutique
Her chest stretched flatly like a betsaida pool
Her breast magnetise me like a Louisiana suit
Her broad face seems oily
Her spherical head looks hairy
As nail is attracted to a magnet
I am attracted to you
Despite all this encomium
She isn't as terrible as you may think
she often read her bible I must admit
On smelling the Scent of her Lingerie
I will be taking her as my monperie
My tropical girl I am ready to love you
For God is love I must confess
You are the best.
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Ominira (Independence)

Our futures are full of Hopes and excitements
For we shall disagree and agree within our apartments
We shall shake the world with our Golden scope
We shall make our word like a molden soap
Fear and dismay might tremble at our relays
We shall stay together to find Solace
In tears and beautiful smile
Shall we all receive the fruits of our labour
It's our land, it's our father's land
We shall defend and fight till the end
Shall we fly over the fence
Just like African thunderstorm?
Shall we sly over our strength?
Just like a prodigal Grandson?
We are youthful, indomitable and bold
We shall all remold our nation together
Victory is ours, let's stay forever.
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My Amazing Kalahari Girl

How on Earth will I forget the Tajmahal?
How on Earth will I forget the Kilimanjaro?
How on Earth will I forget my ambition?
Why do you think I will give up on you
When it’s clearer to you that I was meant for you?

I want our love to be historical like that of Tajmahal
I want our love to be remembered as the Kilimanjaro
I want our love to be remembered like a political ambition

I want you by my side and I will always stay by your side
I will definitely make you happy
We will go to church together
Pray and worship God together
I will sing and play guitar for you

I will give you the best children that will make you proud
I will be the best man
I will make you emotional and get you stimulated
I will make you a complete woman.
Thanks for being my love
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Naomi My African Pearl

The gentleman reflexly blabled at the sighting of Naomi
Naomi is terrific and her presence caused traffic
She looks distinct and succinct
Her subordination and meekness was a reflection of her kindness
Like a reflex scene of hoity-toity and topsy-turvy
I nearly lost my sanity and misplaced my reality
but, I could still trace your face right from the day we met

I was tensed and confused about the past and the present
She walk stealthily because she was the Delta queen
She sound humorously like the honey queen
I was the gentleman who blabled at your emergence
You are the Angel that holds the breath to my existence

I swiftly want to end the fallacies in my kingdom
So that the reality will be devoid of heresies in your queendom
That I am not to rich to win you in the Christendom
I want to end the heresies in my kingdom
That I am not fit to rescue you for our freedom
I have a wealthy mindset and I want you to see me fulfilling many dreams with you by my side

Will you love because of his Turaya
Or you will rather take me because you have met your desire?
Your smile and eyebrow intoxicate me like french wine
Your lips and innocent speech makes me cry& smile inside
I can't deny the fact that we are both far away
But we can make things happen if you could say Aye

You are my wish&you know I am fit
My love is real, cant you see my zeal?
So when can we have a deal?
It is possible, just the two of us
We can make it my African pearls
We can make it Naomi
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The Charming Nubile

I woke up with a twisted face
Just like a fitted necklace
Just as west is meant for east
She was meant for me
My heart tour from North to South searching for her
But an erosion of coyness emerged in my face
Yet I mumured her accolades from my heart
For God is love and true love is all for us
Just as the penguin gets attracted to a river bank
Her appearance was irresistible
Her sweet smile seems unavoidable
Whenever I set my eyes on her her velvety lips seems succulent
Her stunning physique makes me insinuate that she was an angel
Her gait looks straight and efervescence
Her twinkling eye radiates like a charming nubile
Earthquake and volcano suffocates whenever she emerged Like an Aura flower
from Daura
How on Earth will I forget the woman God has specially created?
You are special and I am sorry I couldn't tell you
How special you are since all this while not until when i was able to stay on the ladder
Then I realized all your beauty and virtuousity
You are the charming nubile.
How has your day been?
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Sunrise And Sunset

I was overjoyed having you as a friend
You are as lovely to me as a summer tale
I cherished the day we met
You stood by me as eyelashes are with the eyes
My bond with you is like that of an entwine butterfly happily flying together
I hope we had a lasting moment together
Our bond is as cohesive as the bond between the Remora fish and shark
From me to you
Femipeadia stories, unfolding your untold stories.
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The Feeling Of San Salvador

It's a beautiful morning from El Salvador a place of aquatic splendour where lovers meet to share their beautiful moment, with her wind stretched towards San Salvador, hmmm, the sweet feelings of the wind reminded me of African lullaby's my grandmother often sing for me before I quietly drifted off on her Yoruba made mat. good morning my beautiful San Salvador. Thanks for being part of my untold stories.
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Thunderstorm

The earth made a drift movement
Like a paradise shift
Here comes the thunderstorm that amaze our world
Nature is good, life is beautiful
I just want to let you know how I cherished you like thunderstorm.
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